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D. Brief Conclusion 
Stealth and anti-radar missiles will become threats 
to military radar, but the techniques countering them 
will also advance. The common effective measures 
to counter the two threats are the use of bistatic 
and multistatic systems and lower carrier frequency. 
Some techniques in common with ECCM, such as 
low probability of interception techniques (include 
ultra-low-sidelobe antenna, frequency agility, flexible 
coded signal, etc.), bistatic and multistatic, weak 
signal detection and the capability of radar flexibility. 
Obviously, at the present, these techniques should be 
the focal point of radar technique research. 
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Multitarget Detection Using Synthetic Sampled 
Aperture Radars 
A new multitarget detection technique using synthetic sampled 
aperture radar (SSAMAR) is presented. In contrast with the 
standard approach to multitarget detection, this technique may 
not require the use of phase shifting or tapering hardware. 
SSAMAR doubles the target pattern resolution, attenuates 
the sidclobcs to about -27 dB, and signilkantly enhances the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Computer simulation is used to 
illustrate and validate this technique. Multitarget patterns for 
both standard and SSAMAR operations are provided 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The standard approach to multitarget detection is 
to use phased array radars with tapering and phase 
shifting hardware. The array elements are excited in 
parallel to form a beam of width (XINd) ,  where X is 
the wavelength, N is the number of sensors, and d is 
the element spacing. The synthesis of L simultaneous 
beams requires the use of L sets of phase shifters 
operating in the steady state [l, 21. 
In principle, multitarget detection is equivalent 
to synthesizing multiple beams (beamforming) with 
independent controls. This requires emphasizing the 
return signals in certain directions while attenuating 
the interference in other directions. Multiple beams 
can be formed at  the transmitting or receiving modes. 
Also, it can be carried out at the RF, IF, baseband, 
or digital levels. R F  beamforming is the simplest and 
most common technique. In this case, multiple narrow 
beams are formed through the use of phase shifters. 
I F  and baseband beamforming require complex 
coherent hardware. However, the system is operated 
at lower frequencies where tolerance is not as critical. 
Digital beamforming is more flexible than RF, IF, 
or baseband techniques, but it requires a demanding 
level of parallel very large-scale integrated (VLSI) 
processing hardware [l]. 
detection technique based on discrete processing 
of synthetic sampled aperture radar (SSAMAR) 
signals. In this approach, the array elements are 
fired sequentially, one at a time, while all elements 
receive in parallel. The returned sgnals at each sensor 
are integrated coherently to synthesize a complex 
information vector. This effectively synthesizes a 
two-way multiple beam pattern without the need for 
phase shifting or  tapering hardware [ 3 4 ] .  The field of 
view is defined by the 3 dB beamwidth of one sensor. 
All targets within this field of view will simultaneously 
reflect the incident electric field. It follows that the 
returned field sensed by the array is made of all spatial 
frequencies corresponding to the targets angular 
locations. Therefore, the task of multitarget detection 
is transformed into a spectral estimation problem. 
Conventional spectrum estimation techniques can 
then be used in the signal processing. Spectral peaks 
will correspond to angular locations of the targets. 
The new technique is valid for fixed and synthetic 
arrays. 
This correspondence presents a new multitarget 
II. CONVENTIAL BEAMFORMING 
Consider a linear array of N equally spaced 
elements, and a plane wave incident on the aperture 
with direction-sine sinp, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Conventional beamformers appropriately delay the 
outputs of each sensor to form a beam steered at angle 
Fig. 1. Linear array of size N ,  element spacing d ,  incident plane 
wave defined by sinp. 
/3. The output of the beamformer is, 
n =O 
d .  
r,, = ( N  - 1 - n)-ssmp; n = 0,N - 1 (2) 
where d is the element spacing, and c is the speed of 
light. Fourier transformation of (1) yields, 
which can be written in vector form as 
p = d t 2  
where the superscript t indicates complex conjugate 
transpose. 
by sin PI, then the vector 2 is 
Let A1 be the amplitude of the wavefront defined 
where 
given by 
is a steering vector, and in general ?k is 
?L = [l . exp(-jk) . . . . .exp(-j(N - l)k)] 
27~ d 
X 
k = - .sinp. 
(7) 
Ignoring the phase term e x p - j ( N  - l)k), we can 
write (5) as 
a' = i k  (9) 
and the beamformer output will be 
The array pattern of the beam steer5d at kl  is 
computed as the expected value of Y .  In other words, 
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?here P1 = E{ IAl 12} and 3 is the correlation matrix. If 
X = A12il, then the power spectrum is 
S ( k )  = P1$2&&. (12) 
Consider L incident plane waves with directions of 
arrival defined by 
2rd . 
k; = - sin/?;; x i = l ,L.  
The nth sample at the output of the mth sensor is 
L 
rm(n) = v(n)  + EA;(n)exp(- jmk;) ;  
i = l  
m =O,N-1 (14) 
where A;(n)  is the amplitude of the ith plane wave, 
and v(n) is white, zero-mean noise with variance o:, 
and it is assumed to be uncorrelated with the signals. 
Equation (14) can be written in vector notation as, 
L 
4 I 
Lb-!+2 - - - - - - - - - - J 
Fig. 2. Block diagram for SSAMAR receiver 
j ( n )  = C(n) + EA;(n)S; ; ; .  
(") was first introduced in 19-12], where the authors' i = l  
main interest was focused on Matrix Hologram Radar 
as part of Fig. 2, which consists of three main blocks: 
1) sampled aperture antenna, 2) computer control unit, 
and 3) a signal processing block. 
A Set Of L steering vectors is needed to simultaneously development. A typical SSAMAR receiver is shown 
form L beams. Define the steering matrix X as 
X = s ; , " ' 2 k L ] .  (16) 
Then the autocorrelation matrix of the field measured 
by the array is 
8 = E { j ( n ) j t ( n ) }  = o?I + X C K t  (17) 
where C = diagIP1 P2. . . PL],  and I is the identity 
matrix. 
The array pattern can now be computed using 
standard spectral estimators. For example, using the 
Bartlett beamformer, yields - 
s ( k )  = ;! W k .  (18) 
The spectrum defined by (18) generates spectral 
peaks at angles /?; for each wavefront defined by k; .  
Assuming the ith wavefront, then the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) is [7] 
SNR = N ($) . 
A. Operation 
Consider the array shown in Fig. 2. SSAMAR 
operation can be described as follows. The firing of 
the elements is sequential, one at a time, while all 
elements receive in parallel. The echo signals are 
collected and stored coherently on the basis of equal 
two-way geometric phase. A complex information 
sequence {b(m); m = 0,2N - 2) is synthesized. The 
two-way array pattern is computed as the amplitude 
spectrum of {b(m)}. The synthesized sequence has 
natural triangular windowing, and the sidelobes are 
about -27 dB, thus extra tapering may not be required 
The information sequence is generated from the N 2  
13~41. 
returns, and is computed as follows 
m = i + j ;  ( i , j )=O,N- l  (20) 
The strength of sampled aperture radar (SAMAR) 
comes from its receiver, and its distinct signal 
processing techniques [SI. SSAMAR can be achieved 
through sequential firing of the array elements. In 
this case, an array twice as large as the actual one is 
synthesized. It follows that the angular resolution is 
doubled compared with the standard operation and the 
SNR is greatly improved. Sequential mode operation 
N - 1  4; = (- (I) + i) A4 
27rd . 
A$ = -sinP x 
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where p ( i , j )  = 1 if the path, ith element transmitting 
and j t h  element receiving exists, otherwise it is equal 
to zero, and sinp is the direction-sine towards which 
the radiation pattern is steered. The information 
sequence has N, = 2N - 1 distinct entries. 
The components of the information sequence has 
linear phase, and the phase increment between any two 
adjacent terms is equal to A$. The sequence {b (m)}  
also has triangular shape weighting, defined by 
{c(m); m = 0,2N - 2 )  
. (25) 
m + 1; m = O , N - 2  
{ 2 N - 1 - m ;  m = N 7 2 N - 2  
Through zero padding, the sequence { b(m)}  is 
extended to the next power of 2. The two-way pattern 
in the direction sinp, is computed as the modulus of 
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the extended 
sequence { b( m)} . 
amplitude A1 and direction-sine sin PI, and zero-mean, 
white additive noise v with variance (T:. Then, the mth 
sample of the information sequence is 
b(m) = Als (m)  + v(m); 
= N ;  m = N - 1  
Assume an incident plane wave defined by 
m = 0, N, - 1 (26) 
s (m)  = c(m)exp{j[m - ( N  - l ) ] k l }  (28) 
where G,' represents the two-way element gain, Ro is 
the reference range, and p1 is the wave amplitude. It 
follows that if there are L incident plane waves dfined 
by {sinpi; i = l , L } ,  then the composite information 
sequence is 
L 
b(m) = x A ; s ; ( m )  + v(m); m = 0, N, - 1 
i= l  
(29) 
which can be written in vector notation as 
L 
6 = C A ; $  + v'. (30) 
i = l  
B. Electronic Processing 
Assuming that the noise is spatially incoherent 
and is uncorrelated with the signal samples, then the 
autocorrelation matrix for the field sensed by the array 
is 
L 
9? = E { m }  = (T;z + CP$. (31) 
i = l  
Discrete Fourier transformation of the sequence 
{b (m)}  yields, 
which can be expressed as the dot product 
B(q)  = a'+@). 6 (33) 
(34) 
The power at the output of the signal processor at 
frequency bin q is 
P(4)  = E{ lB(q>I2} = EWt ( 4 > W t  mt 1 
= zt(q)%z(q) (35) 
where 9? is defined in (31). Thus, 
L 
P(q)  = (Ty(q)Za'(q) + CP1Z+(q).5$a'(q). 
i =1 
(36) 
After compensation for range attenuation and antenna 
gain, spectral peaks will be proportional to amplitudes 
of incident waves. For example, a peak at an arbitrary 
bin qj will correspond to a plane wave defined by 
direction-sine sin pi. It follows that 
L 
P(q , )  = 2N0; + N4P, + CPiZt(qj)ZiZ!Z(qj). 
;) 
(37) 
The first term of the right-hand side of (37) represents 
the noise power at qj. The last term corresponds to 
spectral leakage, while the signal power at qj is given 
by the middle term. Note that the sequence {c(m)} is 
the reason for the N 4  factor. More precisely, 
2N-2 
N~ = [c(m)12. 
m =O 
Thus, the SNR is 
SNRI,, = (T) (8) .  (39) 
Examination of (19) and (39) indicates that the SNR 
improvement factor using SSAMAR operation and 
signal processing, assuming equal transmitted power, is 
Z ~ N R  = (2010g N - 6)  dB. (40) 
However, since in most practical systems a single 
element gain is less than that for a whole array, the 
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SNR improvement factor may be lower than that given 
in (40). 
IV. EXAMPLES 
The two examples presented assume the following: 
1) array field of view spans -1.79' to 1.79'; 2) circular 
sensors of diameter D = 16X; 3) detection of seven 
unit scatterers at angular locations {pi ;  i = 1,7} = 
{ - 1.119', -0.783', -0.279', 0.0' , 0.279', 0.783', 1.119' } ; 
4) a linear array of size N = 64; 5 )  both examples 
assume a Kaiser window with parameter equal to T .  
Example 1 demonstrates detection using the standard 
approach as described in Section 11. Fig. 3 shows 
the multitarget pattern corresponding to this case. 
In Example 2, SSAMAR multitarget detection is 
demonstrated. In this case, no phase shifting hardware 
is required. Fig. 4 shows the synthesized target pattern 
for this case. Frequency interpolation has been used in 
both examples for better display of the results. 
Observation of Figs. 3 and 4 indicates that all 
targets have been detected at the proper locations. 
However, SSAMAR multitarget detection synthesizes 
a pattern which is twice as narrow compared with the 
standard case. Also, the sidelobe levels for SSAMAR 
case are lower than the standard case. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
A new approach for multitarget detection, using 
SSAMAR processing techniques was presented. In this 
case, the return signals are collected and integrated 
coherently on the basis of equal two-way geometric 
phase. A complex information vector is synthesized. 
No phase shifting or tapering hardware is required. 
SSAMAR significantly improves the SNR. The array 
field of view is defined by the 3 dB beamwidth of one 
element. It follows that the returned field sensed by the 
array is made of all spatial frequencies corresponding 
to the angular locations of the targets. Therefore, 
the task of multitarget detection is transformed into 
a spectral estimation problem. Spectral peaks will 
correspond to angular locations of the targets. 
Examples through computer simulation 
demonstrated multitarget detection using both standard 
and SSAMAR techniques. The SSAMAR approach 
has several advantages over the standard approach: 
1) multitarget detection is performed without phase 
shifting hardware; 2) the SNR is significantly improved; 
and 3) the approach is quite general and can be 
applied to synthetic or real arrays. 
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KBM Enterprises, Inc 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The use of adaptive estimation algorithms involving 
Kalman filters has been a topic of great interest 
for many years. The need for adaptive algorithms 
surfaced as typical estimation applications became 
more complex. Brown [l]  states that in a typical 
application the various parameters that describe the 
system model are assumed to be known. Even if 
they are time-varying, the variation is assumed to be 
known. The parameters are then used in the Kalman 
filter design to reflect the knowledge of the system 
model. For more complex and practical problems, the 
parameters may not be known exactly or may change 
at unknown times. In such cases, it is highly desirable 
to design the filter to be self-learning, so that it can 
adapt itself to the particular situation at hand. 
Magill (21. He considered the problem of estimation 
of a Gaussian random process when a parameter 
vector of the process is initially unknown and remains 
constant with time. The actual parameter vector is 
assumed to come from a set of N a priori known 
vectors. A bank of N Kalman filters, operating in 
parallel, is formed, with each filter based on a unique 
parameter vector from the known set. The individual 
filter outputs are appropriately weighted and then 
summed to produce the overall optimal estimate. The 
weighting coefficients are determined by a nonlinear 
function of the measurement residuals of the individual 
filters. The correct filter is that individual filter based 
on the parameter vector equal to the actual parameter 
vector of the Gaussian random process. The weighting 
coefficient value of the correct filter will tend toward 
one, while the weighting coefficient values of the 
remaining mismatched model filters will tend toward 
zero. 
described in the literature under various names such as 
the self-learning algorithm [ 11, the parallel processing 
algorithm [3], the modified Gaussian sum adaptive 
filter (4, 51, the multiple model estimation algorithm 
[6], and the multiple model adaptive estimator 
(MMAE) [7]. The MMAE has been extended to 
handle a variety of new situations and applications. 
Ackerson and Fu [SI developed an adaptive state 
estimator for a linear system operating in a switching 
environment, with transitions from one Gaussian 
noise source to the next governed by a Markov 
transition probability matrix. Moose and Wang [9] 
modeled the variations in a switching plant by a 
semi-Markov process. A semi-Markov process is a 
Markov process whose transition times can also be 
arbitrary random variables [lo]. Caputi and Moose 
[ l l ]  modified the Gaussian sum adaptive filter of 
[12] using a semi-Markov switching process to handle 
non-Gaussian inputs. All these and others [13-151 have 
used the MMAE with good success. 
The pioneering work in this area was formulated by 
This basic adaptive estimation technique is 
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